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Welcome to the 400th issue of IPC Market Flash, a milestone
in postal publishing and a good reason to celebrate 17 years of
continuous news delivery to the IPC community.
When we prepared the first issue of IPC Market Flash in August
1992, it was distributed by fax to some 20 recipients with a
request to pass it on to colleagues who might be interested.
Within months, our circulation list had risen to 100+ and the IPC
fax machine was always blocked on Fridays.

www.ipc.be
To access breaking news on
the postal industry, visit our
website
www.ipc.be
and
subscribe to the RSS feeds.
News archives and reports can
also be accessed from our online media centre. IPC Market
Flash readers who have not yet
requested a password, can do
so by contacting:
britt.janssens@ipc.be

Our readership has continued to grow through the years. Today,
with instant communication, we have 1,800 direct recipients and
many more readers who pick up the latest issue on company
intranets or the IPC website.
IPC Market Flash follows a simple model: we do the work, searching
public news sources for the latest key events in the postal industry
worldwide; you receive an easy-to-navigate digest every two weeks,
prepared by people who understand the postal business.
We have charted enormous change. IPC members have transformed their status so that the vast majority are now independently
regulated companies, either government-owned, or privatised.
The postal monopoly has shrunk while, everywhere in the countries covered by our members, competition is a real force requiring
innovative, commercial responses from national postal operators.
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(Market Flash Celebrates 400 Issues continued)
We bring you news as it happens, distilled to give you a richer
read: mergers and acquisitions, partnerships and cooperation,
new services and initiatives, financial results, restructuring,
competitive responses and strategic plans. We cover them all and
more.
In the past twelve months we have reported on the huge impact
of the global economic downturn on mail volume and the
finances of postal operators. As always, we cover events as they
unfold objectively and without editorial comment, bringing you
a snapshot of our industry and, we hope, giving you food for
thought.
We are grateful to our readers for all the positive comments we
receive. We know you like IPC Market Flash because you have told
us so. But we are eager to improve our performance, making sure
that the news we bring you remains relevant, useful and focused
on your information needs.
We think a 400th issue is a good time to invite you again to
share your views on how we can improve this publication. We
are waiting to hear from you, so please email publications@ipc.be
with your suggestions and comments.
Here’s looking forward to IPC Market Flash 500 and beyond.
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Europe
Itella Group’s Profits and Volume Down
Net sales at Itella Group fell 4.5 percent to EUR 1.33 billion in
the nine months to end September; the decline would amount to
10.9 percent if the impact of acquisitions and divestments were
included, the company said.
Consolidated operating profit was 67.5 percent down at EUR 22.1
million representing 1.7 percent of net sales. Itella Mail Communication and Itella Logistics saw their profits decline, while profits at
Itella Information increased, against the economic trend.
The volume of first class letter mail dropped by eight percent. The
company said the mail business was able partly to compensate for
volume decline through productivity measures whose full impact
would be seen in future years.
Parcels volume dropped by 13 percent. Business logistics has been
hardest hit by the economic downturn. “Volumes have fallen sharply
in Russia, although our Russian customers are currently reserving
more capacity,” said president and chief executive Jukka Alho.
Itella recorded an impairment of EUR 10.6 million in the goodwill
of its Russian logistics operation in the third quarter, but believes
in a positive long-term outlook for Russian business.
Itella has paid RosEvroGroup EUR 22 million for the remaining ten
percent of its Russian logistics group, NLC. ItellaNLC has about
600,000sq meters of warehousing and provides national and
international transport services.
Restructuring costs in the first nine months amounted to EUR
12.2 million. Investments totalled EUR 94.7 million and were allocated mainly to postal services in Finland. Itella introduced carbon
neutral services for corporate customers for delivery of mail and
parcels.
The company said full year net sales and operating profit would
be weaker than last year as volumes on the whole were showing
no sign of the expected upswing.
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TNT Delivers Cross-Border Parcels for HDN
Home Delivery Network (HDN), the UK specialist business-to-consumer (B2C) operator, has formed an international partnership
with TNT for delivery of cross-border home shopping parcels.
Under the cooperation deal, HDN customers have access to TNT’s
worldwide delivery network. The cross-border partnership has
already been tested with selected customers, including the GBP
1.5 billion turnover Shop Direct Group.
HDN has an existing partnership with TNT in the UK through
which two companies have integrated their systems to allow for
integrated cross-border parcel tracking.

Swiss Post Merges Express into Mail Centres

Deutsche Post DHL: Serious About Innovation

Swiss Post is closing its courier and express centres in large cities
and merging their operations into existing distribution centres in
response to a significant drop in volume.

Deutsche Post DHL has launched a new business unit dedicated to
driving forward innovation and technological development across
the group.

Consolidation in eight cities, taking place from November 1,
follows similar action in other parts of the country.

DHL Solutions & Innovation (DSI) is headed by Petra Kiwitt, who
reports directly to chief executive Frank Appel.

The company said it would define the operational structure for
each location by February 2010 and warned that job cuts are
likely. It will negotiate a redundancy plan with trade unions and
says it will aim to save as many jobs as possible.

“Our customers expect sustainable solutions, understandable
services that are easy to use and uncomplicated access to their
service provider,” said Ms Kiwitt. “We are achieving this, among
other things, by enhancing connections between the various DHL
units dealing with research and development. This is the way to
tap the full creative potential of our staff.”

Meanwhile, Swiss Post chairman Claude Béglé has said the
company will restructure its operations in response to mail volume
decline, which he predicts will reach 30 percent by 2015.
Speaking at the PostEurop annual conference, Mr Béglé said Swiss
Post would build on the strength of its brand, combining tradition
with innovative products.
He cited Swiss Post Box, an electronic mail service, the Swiss Stick
USB stick containing all Swiss Post products “in your pocket” and
digital ID signature services as the way ahead for innovation.
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DSI will lay the groundwork for future-oriented and standardised
logistics solutions applicable across sectors, according to Deutsche
Post DHL.
Its formation results in part from the study: Delivering Tomorrow –
Customer Expectations in 2020 and Beyond, which shows that the
omnipresence of the internet, sustainable resource management
and climate change are issues relevant to society. “The logistics
sector must respond to them,” Mr Appel said.
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Oracle Named as DHL Innovation Partner
Deutsche Post DHL has selected Oracle as its global technology
partner for the DHL Innovation Initiative.
It will use Oracle Fusion Middleware components for integrating
and evaluating AutoID data from systems such as Radio Frequency
Identification.
The aim is to integrate DHL’s logistics management and information
systems with the automatic acquisition of information in order to lay
a foundation for development of new logistics services and notification systems.

Study Confirms TNT’s Need to Cut Costs
The findings of research commissioned by Dutch postal unions
provide a basis for further discussion, says TNT, but suggestions in
the study that TNT Post can remain healthy with a lower level of
savings than planned is unrealistic, it says.
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Ecorys found that far-reaching cost reduction, including job losses
at TNT Post, are essential if the company is to remain viable. It
confirmed the findings of a Boston Consulting Group study on
behalf of the unions in 2007. This verified that the company’s
cost-saving plans are necessary and realistic.
Responding to publication of the Ecorys findings, TNT said its
previously announced savings targets remain essential if it is
to remain well positioned in the long term. It hoped to resume
discussions with unions as soon as possible.

Quelle Closure Impacts on DHL Germany
The decision to close mail order company Quelle will impact
adversely on Deutsche Post DHL’s mail and supply chain divisions.
Quelle parent company Arcandor has failed to find an investor for
the loss-making mail order business.

An agreement in principle for an operations collective labour
agreement was rejected by union members in a vote in April
2009.

DHL delivers parcels and catalogues for Quelle and provides supply
chain services for Karstadt, Arcandor’s failing department store
company. About 3,000 DHL employees were previously involved
in logistics activities for Arcandor. The company has already cut
560 jobs and the German media has reported that a further 400
jobs could be lost.

Research company Ecorys looked into alternative solutions to
proposed cutbacks in employment conditions as a means to
achieve cost savings at TNT Post and protect jobs.

Deutsche Post DHL chief executive Frank Appel said the loss of
Quelle would mean “consequences” for the company but he
declined to say how many jobs are at risk.
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Attitudes Harden in UK Postal Strike
Attitudes hardened on both sides of the United Kingdom postal
strike week beginning October 25. Royal Mail chief executive
Adam Crozier said in a television interview that the Communications Workers Union (CWU) should “shut up” and stop making
“nonsensical” claims.
On the eve of a second wave of strikes, this time lasting three
days, CWU general secretary Billy Hayes said: “Our people aren’t
going to shut up, our people are very angry. I’m very angry at
Royal Mail’s attitudes towards these talks.”
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Negotiations continued until the strike began on Thursday,
October 22 when 44,000 drivers and mail centre staff stayed
at home, On Friday, 400 workers reading and entering mail
addresses were scheduled to strike, and on Saturday it was the
turn of 77,000 delivery and collection staff.
The managing director of Royal Mail Letters, Mark Higson, said
on Wednesday, the day before the first strike, that the two sides
were on the verge of agreeing to in-depth discussions on the
future of Royal Mail. However, the union leaders failed to secure
the backing of their executive committee.
That was the second time the leaders appeared to reach
agreement on postponing strike action only to be vetoed by their
executive committee. “The Postal Executive Committee appears
to be split with London members at odds with the rest of the
country and unable to reach any decision,” said Mr Higson.
Royal Mail issued a statement at the end of the day on
Wednesday, October 28 that around two million items were
delayed, almost all awaiting delivery in London. It pledged to do
all it could “reasonably and legally” to clear the backlog.
On October 20, Royal Mail announced it was recruiting up to
30,000 temporary workers to help keep the mail moving during
the period of industrial action. These workers would not replace
permanent staff on strike days, but would provide extra resources
to clear backlogs between strikes.
The strike is about implementation of Royal Mail’s modernisation
plan. A peace offer on the table on October 22 included promises
of improved job security, a review of pay and conditions and
“transparent standards” for a fair workload as a means to resolve
outstanding issues associated with phase four of the 2007 Pay
and Modernisation Agreement.
Royal Mail also promised improved relationships via “a new
and completely fresh approach that will bring about a radically
different culture.”
That deal was accepted in principle by union leaders but rejected
by the executive committee.
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Posten Norden Buys EKL of Belgium

TNT Offers POD Online from 85 Countries

Posten Norden has acquired Belgian transport company EKL
in order to increase its capacity for transport services between
European and the Nordic countries.

TNT is providing its customers with online proof of delivery images
from 85 countries as a standard feature of its track and trace
facility within its shipping tools.

The group formed by the merger between Posten AB of Sweden
and Post Danmark already has logistics subsidiaries in Germany
and the Netherlands. EKL will join these operations under the
name HIT Belgium.

The image is a digital copy of the receiver’s signature or company
stamp together with the date and time of delivery. It will typically
be available the morning after delivery, according to TNT.

The acquisition is designed to reinforce Posten Norden’s ability
to meet demand for delivery and logistics solutions for services
between Europe and the Nordic region.
“An increasing number of European companies are seeing the
potential of the Nordic region as a single market with strong
purchasing power among companies and consumers,” said
Henrik Höjsgaard, senior vice president and head of logistics at
Posten Norden.

FedEx Opens Expanded Paris Hub
FedEx Express has announced the opening of its Paris-Charles
de Gaulle hub expansion which results from a USD 111 million
investment made jointly with Aéroports de Paris.
The hub is now the largest operated by FedEx outside the United
States. Its expansion increases the number of packages and documents it can handle from 54,000 to 61,500 an hour and extends
the floor area from 49,600sq metres to 72,000sq metres.

Swiss Post Moves into the Middle East
Swiss Post has signed a strategic agreement with GAC, a global
provider of shipping, logistics and related services, to bring
its document services to the Middle East through a new joint
venture, GAC Office Solutions.
Swiss Post Solutions is the integrated document management unit
of Swiss Post. GAC Office Solutions combines GAC’s commercial
skills, customer knowledge and geographical reach with Swiss
Post Solutions’ technological and operational expertise in
document outsourcing.
The joint venture will offer a range of physical and digital solutions to customers outsourcing back office functions.
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Aramex Profits Rise Despite Revenue Drop
Middle East express and freight group Aramex achieved a
23 percent increase in net profits in the third quarter to end
September despite an eleven percent decline in revenue against
the same period last year to AED 487.6 million.
Freight forwarding revenue dropped by 20 percent and a greater
number of holidays in the third quarter this year also affected the
result.
The company said the result was in line with its expectations and
reflected similar trends in the first two quarters. Founder and chief
executive Fadi Ghandour said consistent double-digit increases in
net income were a testament to the resilience and flexibility of the
company’s asset-light business model and the entrepreneurial and
innovative thinking of its people.
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>>In Brief - Europe
New Controlled Temperature

More Mortgages on Sale at

Range on Offer

UK Post Offices

Trans-o-flex has extended

The United Kingdom Post

its ThermoMed temperature

Office is rolling out its

controlled logistics services

expanded range of mortgage

for the pharmaceutical

products as the next step in

industry to the 15 to 25 C

development of its financial

temperature range for parcel

services.

and pallet-load shipments.
This complements its existing

HTL Uses Lufthansa Services

2 to 8 C service.

Hermes Transport Logistics
(HTL) is increasing cooper-

Ready for Liberalisation in

ation with Lufthansa Cargo

Slovenia

by flying its Asian imports

Slovenian Post says it is ready

to Germany to Leipzig/Halle

for liberalisation, aiming

airport on AeroLogic flights

to promote its direct mail

and using the airline for

services and to develop hybrid

handling and onward trans-

mail. The postal operator

portation.

achieved revenue of EUR
245 million and a net profit
of EUR 18.2 million in 2008;
it expects to achieve a profit
of about EUR 15 million this
year.
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Americas

Canada Post’s ePost Chosen by Iceland

UPS Announces its 3rd Quarter Results

Canada Post’s epost electronic post office has been selected by
Iceland Post for adoption as its electronic bill presentment and
payment solution.
Under an agreement between the two postal operators, Canada
Post will provide Iceland Post with the software to run an epost
system as well as training and software customisation services.
Launched in 1999, epost provides secure delivery online of more
than 250 types of document and financial statement to more
than five million registered users.

Third quarter revenue and operating profit for UPS were down
on the same period last year at USD 11.15 billion vs. USD 13.11
billion and USD 929 million vs. USD 1.63 billion, respectively.
Operating margin was 8.3 percent compared with 12.4 percent,
and diluted earnings per share were USD 0.55 compared with
USD 0.96.

“Islandspostur selected epost as our analysis showed it is the bestin-class electronic mail consolidation solution. Security, convenience, and ease of use were some of the reasons epost was
selected overall,” said Ingimundur Sigurpálsson, chief executive
officer of Iceland Post.

The company said that substantial cost reductions and productivity gains were more than offset by the impact of lower volumes,
down 2.4 percent year-on-year, and changes in the product mix.
In the domestic market, revenue was USD 6.87 billion compared
with USD 7.84 billion and operating profit was USD 514 million
against USD 1.12 billion. Total package volume was 3.6 percent
down at 799 million pieces. Margin, at 7.5 percent, was close to
half the 14.2 percent achieved in the third quarter of 2008.
In the international market, revenue held up better at USD 2.42
billion compared with USD 2.95 billion. International average
daily volume rose by four percent. Operating profit was USD 313
million compared with USD 386 million, and margin was 12.9
percent compared with 13.1 percent.

US Postal Service Goes Mobile
The United States Postal Service is making its popular online functions available on cell phones and other mobile devices.

The supply chain and freight business saw revenue drop to USD
1.86 billion from USD 2.32 billion, and operating profit was USD
102 million compared with USD 129 million.

The applications include Track & Confirm, Post Office locator
and ZIP Code lookup. They are available to any mobile user with
internet access.

“The business environment in the third quarter began similarly to
that of the preceding quarter. However, we did see profitability
improvement due to effective cost management and firming volume
later in the quarter,” said Kurt Kuehn, UPS’s chief financial officer.

The Postal Service is also designing applications for “smartphones” and other mobile devices such as the iPhone, BlackBerry
and iPod Touch that take advantage of additional capabilities such
as GPS.
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FedEx Launches New Ad Campaign

FedEx Offers Economy Services in Mexico

FedEx has a new, global advertising campaign under the slogan:
FedEx Delivers to a Changing World, designed to highlight how it
provides access to new markets, offers innovative solutions, supports
local communities and connects the world in sustainable ways.

FedEx is now offering customers in Mexico more choices for less
urgent shipments with the launch of its international economy
package and freight services.

Print and online advertisements will run in Brazil, China, Germany,
India, Japan, Mexico, South Korea and the United Kingdom.

DHL Economy Select in Latin America
DHL is rolling out its Economy Select service for shipments from
Latin America to the United States.
The service for non-time-sensitive shipments weighing from 20 kg
to 1,000 kg offers a three-day transit time. It is targeted at small
and medium-sized businesses in Latin America exporting to the
US. DHL said prices are 20 percent below its other services.
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The 4 to 6 day door-to-door, customs-cleared services offer time
definite delivery at a lower cost than services for urgent shipments.

Soft Skills Needed in Latin America
A study conducted for FedEx by the Economist Intelligence Unit
has found that graduates in Latin America lack “soft” skills in
critical thinking and problem solving that are necessary to meet
the demands of the global business environment.
FedEx has created PyMEx, a programme that provides counselling
and skills training to companies with little or no export experience
looking to expand their export capabilities.
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Japan Post Chief Forced to Resign

New Zealand Post Chief Moves from PwC
New Zealand Post Group’s new chief executive is Brian Roche, a
senior partner at PricewaterhousCoopers (PwC) in Wellington.
Announcing the appointment, group chairman Jim Bolger said:
“Brian was an outstanding candidate. He has a highly impressive
leadership record with widely respected expertise in governance,
management and operations.
“It is exactly this combination of skills and experience that we
need to lead the New Zealand Post Group into its next era. The
board looks forward to working with Brian as he leads the group
in managing its immediate challenges and further positioning the
business for sustainable growth into the future.”

Plan to Make Access Prices Profitable in NZ
New Zealand Post is proposing changes to the prices it charges
for downstream access to its network after a review found that
discounts offered to operators for access mail are significantly
greater than the legal minimum.
“We can no longer afford to subsidise our competitors at a cost
of millions of dollars a year,” said acting group chief executive
Sam Knowles.
New Zealand Post is consulting with the postal services industry
on its proposed changes before making a final decision, which is
expected before Christmas.

The head of Japan Post has been forced to resign over the issue
of privatisation and half his fellow board members are expected
to follow.
Yoshifumi Nishikawa, president of Japan Post, resigned on
October 28 after the minister for postal affairs in the newly
elected government, Shizuka Kamei, publically called for him to
be replaced.
The new government is seeking a review of postal privatisation.
The cabinet has adopted reform guidelines and the government
was expected to submit a bill to freeze the planned sale of Japan
Post shares during the extraordinary session of parliament at the
end of October.
The government is apparently concerned that Japan Post’s
banking and insurance businesses might stop using post offices as
a sales channel if they are split from the group.
Mr Nishikawa has been replaced as president by former vice
finance minister Jiro Saito. The appointment is said to reflect difficulty in finding another candidate from the private sector.
At a press conference on Monday, Mr Kamei said the government
would demand the resignation of four or five of the nine board
members of Japan Post.
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Australia Post Wins Diversity Award
Australia Post has won the National Champion Diversity and
Inclusion award which is given by Diversity at Work, the Australian
body promoting diversity and inclusion in all aspects of life, but
particularly the workplace.
Rod McDonald, Australia Post’s group manager, human resources,
said: “This award also acknowledges the significant contribution
our diversity managers, both nationally and at the state level,
undertake every day to ensure all people are welcome and have
real opportunities at Australia Post.”
Australia Post’s commitment to equal opportunity and diversity in
its workplaces has grown significantly with increases in indigenous
employment, women in leadership, employment of people with a
disability and of people from non-English speaking backgrounds.

JV Partners Form National Express Company
Six regional Australian express companies bought last year by
Express Couriers Australia, a joint venture between New Zealand
Post and DHL Express, have now merged into a single business
under the name Parcel Direct Group.
The joint venture partners paid AUD 140 million for the companies
which have now been consolidated into a national network of
800 vehicles, 56 branches and 1,500 employees.
Parcel Direct Group has two core businesses: Couriers Please,
handling about eight million parcels a year, is specialising in small
parcel delivery across the country while the other five companies
acquired will focus on heavier parcel and pallet delivery.
The next phase will be to refresh Couriers Please branding and
to add the Parcel Direct brand to each of the five regional businesses.
“For our customers, we have retained the business brand they
are used to while the addition of the new joint name of Parcel
Direct acknowledges that the businesses are part of a new, larger
family,” said Harlis Malkic group chief executive.
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FedEx Enhances Inter-Region

DPD Continental Expands to

Services

New Depots

FedEx Express has further

DPD Continental, the Indian

enhanced its services between

joint venture between

Asia and Europe with the

DPD and Continental Air

introduction of next business

Express, has opened depots

day delivery from China,

in Bangalore and Chennai to

Hong Kong and Singapore

expand its network for inter-

t o F r a n c e a n d G e r m a n y.

national import and export

The transit time for priority

shipments from its original

inbound services to Shanghai

base in Delhi and Mumbai.

from around the world has
reduced by six hours to
deliver before noon.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
On Our 400th Issue
For many years, Mary Frayne has worked with
us to write and produce IPC Market Flash. In
addition, Britt Janssens handles the production
along with our partner Fontana. Thank you to
everyone that got us to Issue 400.
Valoree Vargo
Editor

IPC Market Flash is a bi-weekly newsletter
providing a comprehensive look at new
developments emerging in the international
postal marketplace. It is published by the
Markets and Communication Department of the
International Post Corporation.
IPC Market Flash is sent out exclusively to IPC
member posts. If you would like to contribute an
article or photograph to this publication please
contact us via email at publications@ipc.be or
send your submissions to :
IPC
Head of Communication
Avenue du Bourget, 44
1130, Brussels
Belgium
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts and
estimates stated are based on information and sources which, while we believe them
to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity
acting or failing act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report.
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